College of Sciences and Arts  
College Council, December 2, 2014  
Rekhi Hall 101, 9:30 – 11:00 AM

*Note:* Due to a light agenda, we can start the meeting at 9:30. See you then!

I. Information  
   A. Introduction of Jared Anderson  
   B. Space Committee changes  
   C. Faculty Research Development Workshop: January 8 (Chopp email 11/18)  
      Handout  
   D. Demonstration of portfolio software (Meadows email 11/25)  
   E. C2E2 Awards announced (Tech Today 12/1)

II. Discussion  
   A. Enterprise programs (handout)  
   B. Accelerated MS proposal for Senate – (Seely email 11/29)  
   C. Computer Science proposal: Computer Systems concentration (Attachments)

III. Ongoing and Upcoming  
    Jackson Center blended learning proposals due 12/8  
    ARL Open meeting: 12/9-10  
    http://www.arl.army.mil/opencampus/  
    Chair responses on instructors below 3.0 due 12/12/14 (Seel memo 7/28/14)

===============================================================================

C2E2 Fund Awards Announced  
Vice President for Research David Reed has awarded the following Century II Campaign Endowed Equipment Fund (C2E2) awards at the recommendation of the C2E2 Committee.

Andrew Galerneau (Chem): infrared spectrometer with absolute total reflectance accessory  
Evan Kane (SFRES): underwater fore optic equipment  
Sunil Mehendale (SoT): extractive continuous gas analyzer  
Thomas Oommen, Jason Gulley and Jeremy Shannon (GMES): ground penetrating radar 100 MHz PulseEKKO PRO  
Jonathan Riehl and Norma Veurink (EF): 31 IRobot educational programmable platforms  
Guiliang Tang (Bio Sci): 2100 Electrophoresis Bioanalyzer